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A PERSPECTIVE ON SELF-GENERAT ED MAGNETIC FIELDS

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-generated magnetic fields in the megagauss range ’ have recently been

re—confirmed 2 3  by Faraday rotation diagnostics of laser-plasma interactions. These fields ,

through such effects as thermal transport inhibition , could have an important effect on pellet

design for inertial confinement fusion. This report is based on an invited talk given at the 1978

meeting of the Plasma Physics Division of the American Physical Society. Il ls intended to give

a current perspective , based on the author ’s experience , of the experimental and theoretical

work on self-generated magnetic fields. The discussion will first consist of a brief historica l and

heuristic review with references to much of the published work. This will be followed by a

more detailed discussion of recent experim ental work at the Naval Research Laboratory.

a. Relation to Laser Pulse Character

In studying the physics relevant to inertial confinement fusion by lasers, a short , powerful

pulse of laser radiation i~ focused to a small diameter onto a solid target. The resulting laser-

produced plasma is observed to contain a large magnetic field , produced directly as a result of

the laser-plasma interaction. This is the “self-generated’ or “spontaneous ” magnetic field which

will be discussed. The implied large magnetic field generation rate was, at first , quite surprising

but is , in fact , a direct consequence of the character of the laser pulse.

Manus c ript submitted October 23. 1978.
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IA .  STAMPER

The laser-produced plasma can be roughly represented , as shown in Fig. I , by a cylinde r

of radius r (determined by laser focal radius ) and thickness w. The laser-plasma interaction can

then be modeled as an electric circuit. 4 One can write V — IR + LdI/dr where the voltage V is

the energy per unit charge kT / e , the resistance is R — pwRr r
2 (p resistivity ) and the induc-

tance L = w /c
2. The capacitive drop can be neglected. 4 Further , the resistive drop for a hot

plasma can be neglected since L (dI/ d,) / IR 1rr 2/c 2pr >> 1 where r is the laser pulse width.

Basically then , because of the small radius , high temperature and short pulse width , the

reactance is inductive. This is the reason for the large magnetic field generation. We have

du d, k T/ eL — c 2kT/ew and , using Ampere ’s Law B — 2 1/ rc , gives

( L )
di e rw

Thus , the high intensity (large kT) , short pulse onto a solid target (small w) when tightly

focused (small r)  produces a very large field generation rate.

b. Earlier Studies

The earlier observations were made with physical magnetic probes, i.e., small induction

coils placed near the target. Voltages , induced in the coil as the magnetic field structure

expanded past the coil , were recorded on an oscilloscope. The fields were ftrst reported in the

Russian literature — both for a gas breakdown 5 and for a solid target. 6 Rather large fields (kilo-

gauss) were reported in 1971~ and explained in terms of thermal sources 7’8 — to be discussed

later. It became apparent that very large fields (megagauss) could exist in the laser focal region

and that they could affect the physics of laser-fusion in a variety of ways.

c. Relevance to Laser-Fusion

Most experiments and many of the numerical studies have been for a single laser beam

focused onto a planar target. However , in laser-fusion applications , multiple beams are focused2
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Fig. I — Circuit analogy for laser-produced plasma
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as uniformly as possible onto a spherical pe llet. Hopefully, with reasonably uniform illumina-

tion to minimize tangential gradients , the magnetic complications will be minimized. Neverthe-

less, there is reason to be caut ious. A 5% laser intensity variation could reduc e the yiel d by a

order of magnitude if classical transport is valid. 9 Also, as discussed later , fields could grow . as

a result of a field generating instability ,  from small tangential perturbations in the temp erature.

At higher (~~ 10 ” W/cm 2 ) laser intensities, where the direct effects of the laser radiation are

important , field generation depends (through such mechanisms as resonant absorption and field

momentum deposition ) on the local direction of the Poynting flux. A radial direction for the

laser energy flux is then required — in addition to the magnitude of the laser intensity being

uniform over the pellet surface.

Perhaps the greatest concern was that the pellet performance would be degraded due to

the reduced thermal transport and its effect on implosion symmetry. The problem of magnet i-

cally inhibited thermal transport has been the subject of several studies which will be discussed

later. Recently there has been interest in a magnetic type of resonant absorption and this will

be discussed along with several references. The production of super-thermal electrons 4 and

their  role in pre-heatir i g the pellet core are both affected by magnetic fields. Recent studies

(shocks . ’~ accelerated structure. ” compression ’2) have been made which relate specifically to an

imploding pellet. Most of the work has been concerned with the rather high irradiances

( 1O” — .l O ’ W, ’ c m )  considered for earlier pellet designs. The role of the magnetic fields has

yet to be assessed quanti tat ively for the lower irradiances ( 1O ’~— 10 - 4 W/cm 2 ) now under con-

sideration for pellets.

II .  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The original theories were concerned with the time development, including generation, of

the magnetic field. The basic equation was dependent . throu gh Faraday ’s law , on the electric

4
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field E in a laser-produced plasma. The electric field is commonly evaluated from a generalized

Ohm ’s law which is dependent on the various forces acting on the electron fluid.

dv.  1nm —~- — — n e  E + — V ~~x B  _ V . P c ~i~fe + fr (2)di c
This is reasonable since , due to the small electron inertia , various forces acting on the electron

fluid tend to be balanced with the electrical force , —neE. The collisional force f is the sum of

the resistive drag p J and thermal force a V T. The plasma resistivity and thermoelectric

power are denoted , respectively, by p and a. The radiative force f~ due directly to correlations

in the high frequency quantities associated with the electromagnetic fields of the laser radiation ,

will be discussed later.

Ignoring the electron inertia (left hand side) and using Eq. (2) in Faraday ’s law

Ô B / & t — — c V x E g i v e s

~~V X ( V , x B ) ’~~~ V x E p ’ (V x B ) J + S  (3)

This is the equation governing the development of the magnetic field. The first term desc~ ibes

convection of the magnetic field with the plasma and also, since V ,. = V — J/ne, includes the

Hall term. The second term (through Ampere’s law V x B — (4ir/c)J) describes diffusion of

the magnetic field with respect to the plasma. The last term S is th~ magnetic source term ,

describing magnetic field generation. It can be expressed as —cV x E0 where E0 is the (ini-

tially ) non-magnetic field dependent part of E.

E o .. _ -i_ VP,, + a VT + ~L (4)

The first two terms due to electron pressure and the thermal force , are responsible for the ther-

mal source term. The ususally dominar1~ term , leading to the well-known VT x Vn source, is

the one due to electron pressure . Using P ,, — nkT in S, — — cV x E~, where

E0 — — (l/ne) VP~., gives

5
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S , — ’~~- V Tx V n .  (5)

This will be used later in theoretical discussions and inter preting the Faraday rotation experi-

mental results. However , contributions due to the the rmal force and radiative force will also be

poi nted out.

It should be recognized that Eq. (3) allows a wide range of physical phenomena to affect

the production of magnetic fields. The reader who would like a more detailed , but still heuris-

tic , discussion of the magnetic fields can refer to several of the published RPI Summer

Workshop lectures. 13- 1 These discussions are complementary to those in the journal publica-

tions. For example , the dynamo effect (conversion of plasma flow energy to magnetic field

energy) is discussed in Ref. ( 15)) . Also , the existence of non-adiabatic electron conditions and

its relevance to the thermal source is discussed on page 286 of Ref. (13) — and corrected on

page 734 of Ref. ( 16) . The role of refractio n is discussed on page 729 of Ref. (17) ,

The thermal source , Eq. (5) is equivalent (to within a factor of 2) to the generation rate ,

Eq. ( 1) ,  described by art inductive reactance. Consider a laser beam focused at normal

incidence onto a solid target. The temperature gradient has a large component directed radially

in toward the laser axis while the density gradient is directed axially into the target. Thus , with

a radial scale length r and an axial scale length w, one can use IV TI — TI R and IVn I — n/ w

in Eq. (5) and compare with Eq. ( 1) . The azimuthal  character and direction as well as the

rough magnitude of the magnetic field described by this simple model have been verified by

experimental studies.

I I I .  STUDIES OF SELF-GENERATED MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

a. Measurements with Physica l Probes

Earlier studies , utilizing physical magnetic probes, showed the azimuthal character. 7”8 the

dependence on background pressure , ’8 and that some field generation occurred in the expand-

6
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ing plasma front. ’8 The generation was affected by the ambient plasma , continuing after the

laser pulse and even reversing. ’9 A small early-time field component was observed for a metal-

lic target and explained , as predicted earlier ,4 in terms of thermionic electron emission during

the lase r pulse. 20 Despite the involvement of the backgroun d , work by Drouet and co-workers ,

util izing a current probe ,2 ’ was consistent with the field source being at the plasma-target inter-

face. However , the current induced in a CO2 laser-plasma did show a resonance with back-

ground pressure. 22 Their studies also showed the roles of background photoionization and mag-

netic field diffusion . 23 The magnetic field expansion was recently characterized by diffusion in

the photoionized background followed by convection with the laser plasma. 24 Recent studies 25

also showed , as earlier ,20 that the magnetic field expanding from a metallic target has a fast

component (due to an electron stream) as well as the component traveling with the front velo-

city. Probes with a subnanosecond response have shown that the rise of the magnetic field is

synchronous with the initial formation of the plasma. 26

Thus , although studies using physical (magnetic and curr ent ) probes have shown the

involvement of the target in field generation 2 ’ and that the rise is synchronous with the laser

pulse ,26 these probes are not able to directly sample the laser-plasma interaction region — in

the focus of the laser. This is the region of large thermal sources (Eq. (5)) which have played

an important role in our theoretical understa nding of the magnetic fields and which could have

an important effect in laser-fusion applications. 9 Magnetic fields have been measured in the

laser focal region ~~ with Faraday rotation diagnostics and a detailed description of one of

these studies 2 is given later.

b. Numerical Studies — Thermal Transport Inhibition

Our understanding of the magnetic fields has depended heavily on numerical studies with

a thermal source. The importance of magnetically inhibited thermal transport was apparent

7
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from early comparison wit h  ex periment .  It was shown that including the fields, in a 2-D simu-

latio n of experiments on a deuterium plasma . gave a hotter pta~n’.a more neutrons and better

agreement with exper iment . 2 Numerical simulations were also used in developing analytic

expressions for the magnetic field. ~ Studies on an a luminum plasma showed that the fields

played an important role in determining the conversion efficiency from laser-energy to pla sma

radiation. ~ Later 2 .D stud ies ’~ on a lum inum included the full magnetic effect on the transoort

coefficients. atomic rate equations , and radiation transport with frequency diffusion. There was

good agreement ~ ith experim ental  x -ra y spectra and conversion efficiency.

Magnetically inhibited thermal transport has usually been treated with a laminar theory .

ei ther  wi t h  classical or Bohrn rates. However , it has been pointed out that a small-scale, diso r-

dered structure in the magnetic field would enhance the cross-field thermal transport ~bo”~’ m e

classical value al though transport would stil l  be strongly inhibited over the non-magnetic

va lue.  -

Comparisons of the absolute x-ray spectra observed from slabs~
1 of polyethylene (CH 2) or

small discs~ of parylene (C,,H 5) with 2 .D simulat ions showed good agreemen’ only when mag-

netic effects (thermal inhibi t ion )  were self-consistently included. Furt h er.  for the parylene

discs. the observed spatial dis tr ibut ion of x-ray emission transverse to the beam axis agreed

with  simulations only when thermal inhibi t i on was included. Simulat ions have also shown that

B-field thermal  inhibi t ion can produce local “hot spots ”~
4 which could play a role in energetic

ion production.

c. Composition Dis conr ip tuitie s

The thermal source can be very large in the presence of a composition discontinuity. ” For

ex amp le. such disco ’itinuj ties exist at the boundaries in multi-layer pellets and th eir effect 
in8
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pellet compression and expansion has been studied. ’2 Also , the magneti c turbulence associated

with the discontinuities at impurity grains 36 38 could have application in coupling a target

plasma to a relativistic electron beam. The negative result , reported in Ref. (3) is not con-

clusive since the target and experimental conditions may not have been well suited for observ-

ing the composition disconti nuity effect.

IV. EXAMPLES OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

The problem of therma l transport inhibition due to self-generated magnetic fields has , as

evidenced by the studies in Section 111-b, received considerable attenti on. However , the othe r

magnetic effects on transport can also be important. The magnetic field introduces , th rough the

Lorentz force, skew — symmetric components in the transport tensors. There is thus an expli-

cit dependence on the magnetic field in the form of a cross-product with the field. This is illus-

trated by two effects which occur in the presence of a temperature gradient.

There is a contributi on to the heat flux (analagous to the Righi-L educ effect in solids)

which depends on the cross-product of the magnetic field with the temperature gradient.

q = _ f _ B x V T  (6)

The cross thermal conductivity K ,, is positive. It is assumed that V Tand Vn are initially paral-

lel and that a small perturbation V~Tis introduced with is perpend icular to Vn. The resulting

thermal source (Eq. (5)) can then be combined with Eq. (6) to give a heat flux along

(VT V n )V1T. When density and temperature vary in the same direction ( VT Vn > 0),

heat will flow into the hotter region-increasing the perpendicular temp erature gradient and ther-

mal source term. This is the field generating thermal instability which has been described in

the liter ature.~~~ ’ It has been seen in numeri cal simulations by McCrory. 42

9 _ ,~ ,, - - ‘\ _  
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An interconversion between thermal and magnetic energy has also been described as the

basis for a type of travelling wave , called a thermal-magnetic wave. 43 These waves could be

viewed as an oscillation between particle and magnetic field energy, The particle to field

conversion is due to the thermal source , and the field to particle conversion is due to current

flow through the ambipolar field. As a result of current flow parallel to an electric field , field

energy is converted to particle energy at a rate E ‘J. Using the ambipolar field

E0 = — ( 1/ n e)  VP (also responsible for the thermal force), J — (c/4ir ) V/ x B, assuming T

varies slowly compared to a and letting /3 = — ln (n )  gives a conversion rate to electron energy

density a = (3/2)nKTas

!~i V/3 . (V x B) (7)
~i 4ir e

However , for the E0 ’ J conversion to be applicable , there must be some mechanism for a rapid

and local therma lization. When B is azimuthal (B B(r , z) Ô) , and n, /3 are functions of

radius only, then Eq. (7) becomes ~€/ô — (ck T/ 4i~e)  (df l/ dr ) (&B/Oz) .  Using this with

the equation , t~B/â t — — (2c/ 3ne ) (df3 / dr ) (k/ôz) , for a thermal source (Eq. (5)) shows

that small perturbations in € or B travel along surfaces of constant density with a phase velocity

= (c/w e) (df3/ dr ) .J2 k T/ 3m. This agrees (within a factor of ~~~ with the velocity of

thermal-magnetic waves given in Ref. (43). The ratio of V~ to the electron thermal velocity is

approximately the ratio of the collision-free skin depth c/cu ,, (.17 ~cm at 102 1 cm 3) to the den-

sity scale length. It was noted in Ref. (43) that the energy flux associated with these waves

could be important when magnetic thermal transport inhibition was large.

The other effect to be discussed involves a constribution to the electric field which

depends on the cross-product of the magnetic field with the temperature gradient. This is

analagous to the Nernst effect in solids, i.e., the magnetic part of the thermal force.

10 
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E~~- — Q Bx V T  (8)

Using this expression for the Nernst electric field in Faraday ’s law shows that the magnetic field

growth rate has a dominant term that varies as cQBV 2T. The Nernst coefficient Q is posit ive.

Thus, at radii greater than that of the temperature inflection point , the fields will be enhanced

— and they will be reduced at smaller radii. The net result of the Nernst effec t is that the

dominant fields tend to occur at larger radii. Numerical studies by Colombant and Winsor ”

showed that inclusion of the thermal force caused the magnetic field maxima to be shifted to

larger radii and later times. These studies also showed that the thermal force smoothed out the

spatial and temporal variations of the magnetic field. This general feature is consistent with the

results of the Faraday rotation study which will be described later.

V. DIRECT EFFECTS OF THE LASER RADIATION

a. Background Discussion

There has been interest recently in magnetic field effects due directly to time-correlations

in the high frequency quantities associated with the electro-magnetic (e.m.) fields of the laser

radiation. These high-frequency e.m. fields 8E , 80 induce high frequency velocity 8v and den-

sity 8n oscillations in the electrons. One can define severa l low frequency or time-averaged

< >  products of the high-frequency quantities which are of interest. In particular , one can

define a field pressure P — <(6E)2 >/ Sir , field momentum density g — <8E x 8B>/4 ir c and a

current density J ,,. — — e <8vBn > driven by the laser radiation. This current will be called the

wave current since it involves the coherent action of plasma waves.

The low frequency radiative force ~~r on the electrons can then p-.’ expressed as45

fr _ (€ , — + € ,~~~ + c ,( mv/ e) J N.

______
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where cu and v are the laser and effective collision frequencies and a , and a , are the real and

imaginary parts of the dielectric function. The first term is the ponderomotive force which ,

t ’rou gh density profile modification , 46’ 49 has an appreciable effect on the laser-plasma interac-

tions. The second term represents the force on the plasma due to field momentum deposition

during absorption. It is in the direction of the Poynting flux I — c 2g and can be expressed as

Kill/c where the absorption coefficient K is given by 11(1 + (~‘/w)l K — (cu~/ w) 2 ( v/ c)  and

ii = .,J~T is the refractive index.

The last term includes the effects of a resistive drag due to the wave current. The

(corrected) term (a ,/8 ir) lm(E V ‘ E), given only in the text of Ref. (45), was derived from

the force —V ‘ P ’ due to radiation pressure. It can be expressed as the resistive drag

(m v/ e) J ’ ~ of a wave current J ’~, — (I — € ) e < b n 6 v > .  However , as pointed out by Woo and

DeGroot ,50 this would be nearly canceled by the resistive drag (mv/ e)J  (omitted in Ref.

(45)) due to the current J , — — e <8n&v > directly involving the high frequency density bit.

The current J’,. — (n /n ~,)J~. agrees (through Ampere ‘s law) with the steady magnetic field

(Eq. ( 1)) in Ref. (53). The last term of our Eq. (9) includes both contributions and may be

small since € • is small near the critical density and J is small elsewhere.

The current J 
~~
, driven coherently by the laser radiation , is important in resonant absorp-

tion which is discussed later. However , a current J ,~ can also be driven by the laser radiation

through random velocity dependent phase-shifts (due to collisions or plasma wave turbulence) .

The associated resistive drag force can be expressed as (mv/e) .J~ where the effective collision

frequency v is given by a ,cu — (1 — € ,)v — ( n/ n ,.,)v. When the drag force is balanced with the

force a , wg due to field momentum deposition then one can express J~ as — ( elm)  (nln~,)g .

This current is . itself , independent of v and can be written as —neV ,, where V ,, is a collision-

free drift velocity. One can express V,,/ c as the ratio of Poynting flux 1 to an electron energy

12
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flux ~i m c 3 (— . 2.4 x l0’~ W/cm 2 at 1.064 t im) . It is curious that , as shown next , one can also

express I’ , as the electron drift due to a collision-free ‘magnetic ’ radiative force.

Plasma inhomogeneity and dissipation (€ , � 0) are the mechanisms leading to the radia-

tive forces in Eq. (9) . A steady magnetic field B0 also acts as a (collision-free ) mechanism for

a radiative force. 5’ Let us consider a linearly polarized laser beam propagating, perpendic ular to

B , . into a homogeneous , collision-free plasma. Then the electrons are subject to a time-

averaged magnetic radiative force

~~~~~ ( J 2  1( L ’ ~ )e (10)

where the unit vectors b0. b, ê are , respectively, along B ,, and the oscillating magnetic and elec-

tric fields , cu, is plasma frequency, cu~ is cyclotron frequency (eB~1/mc) and I is the magnitude

of the laser irradiartce or Poynting flux. An approximate cancellation of the magnetic force with

a V x u ,1 term was reported for a calculation in the second part of Ref. (50). This may mean

that the magnetic force does not contribute significantly to its own magnetic field. However ,

the cancellation is not general since the magnetic force exists even in a homogeneous magnet-

ized plasma where the V x u~, term vanishes. A derivation based on the upper-hybrid or

extraordinary mode shows that (w ,,/w) 2 should be replaced by a resonant factor cu ,~/(~~
2 —

when near (but not at) the upper hydrid resonance. ’2 When b,~ b — 1, the magnetic drift

( fj n e)  x B O ’B 02 of an electron subject to the magnetic radiative force Eq. (10) , is the

collision-free drift velocity i~, discussed previously. It should be noted that I ’,, is independent

of B 1..

The direct effects of the laser radiation have required a generalization of how the mag-

netic fields are treated. Originally, the explicit time variation was treated through Faraday ’s law

and the emphasis was on magnetic field ‘generation. ” As pointed out earlier , the radiative force
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gives a contribution f ’/ ne  to the field E0 determining the generation rate —cV x E0. However ,

the wave current J ,~, driven coherently by the laser radiation , has a separate and direct contri-

bution through Ampere ’s law. 53 As discussed earlier , the wave current resistive drag may be

only a small contribution to the radiative force and thus to the magnetic field generation or the

explicit time dependence. However , in resonant absorption , the wave current itself plays a

dominant role so that the dominant time variation may be that implicit in the dependence of J ,~

on the time-varying magnitude of the high-frequency electric field. One should note that J

does not involve a time-averaged electron velocity. Only the usual drift current ,J0 —

ne ( V — V ,) , involving time-averaged plasma and electron velocities , is related to convection of

the magnetic field. Also , one can no longer simply incorporate , via Ampere ’s law , the total

current J 0 + J ~ resistive drag force into the field diffusion term since different resistive drags

are required for the drift and wave currents. The general problem has not yet been treated

although extensive work has been done on resonant absorption.

b. Radiative Effects in Magnetic Field Generation

It was pointed out in 1973 that magnetic field generation was expected due directly to the

forces associated with laser radiation pressure. 54 The first paper on the magnetic fields associ-

ated with resonant absorption showed that there was a very large field generation rate and

described the geometry of the fields. 55 Field momentum deposition was described in 1976 as a

mechanism for magnetic field generation. 45 However , the example in Ref. (45) of resonant

absorption was not appropriate since the principal mechanism in resonant absorption is the wave

current rather than field momentum deposition. In fact , field generation as an isolated concept

is not so useful for magnetic fields driven coherently by the laser radiation. 53 The generation of

a current (and thus magnetic field) driven by the dissipation of Poynting flux was also described

as a mechanism in Ref. (56) . This current is the one J ,, given in Section V—a , resulting from

14 
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a balance of the resistive drag force with the radia uve force due to field momentum deposi-

tion . 45

c. Discussion of Resonant Absorpt ion

Magnetic fields are important in resonant absorption for two reasons: Firstly, magnetic

fields are produced in ordinary resonant absorption — primarily due to the coherently driven

current. Secondly, there is a typ e of resonant absorption dependent on a magnetic field. Con-

sider (as in Fig. 2) an electromagnetic wave incident at some angle 6 to the density gradient Va

and polarized perp endicular to a steady magn etic field B,,, In ordinary resonance (with B,, — 0),

the obliquely incident P-polarized component (with the wave electric field in the plane of

incidence) has an electric field oscillation along the density gradient. In magnetic resonance,

occurring even at normal incidence , the transverse electric field oscillates normal to the density

- gradient but the V0, x 8~ force induces electron oscillations along the density gradient. lfl

either case, these oscillations along the density gradient produce charge separation and drive

plasma waves. Transverse waves can propagate up to th e appropriate cut-off density and tunnel

in to drive plasma waves at the resonant density which are damped into plasma energy. Lang-

muir waves are involved in ordinary resonance and upper-hybrid waves are involved in mag-

netic resonance. Large 9 or B~, implies a large transverse electric field at cut-off while a small 9

or B0 implies a more efficient tunneling. There is thus an optimum 9 or B0 for energy transfer

to the plasma. In fact , Woo , Estabrook , and DeGroot have found an optimum combination of

9 and B for oblique incidence in a magnetized plasma. ”

d. Theory of Magnetic Fields Due to Ordinary Resonant Absorption

There has been a variety of studies in addition to the two mentioned earlier , 53 -55 on mag-

netic fields due to resonant absorption. It has been point out 55 that the magnetic source term

15
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RESONANT ABSORPTION

CHARACTERI STIC DENSITIES: CUT’-Q~F RE~SONANCE

ORDINARY: e�o , ~ =Q , P~POLARIZATIONt
OR TM MODE.

M~4GNETIC: 0 0 , ,,~*Q, EXTRAORDINARY (8EIB )
OR UPPER—HYBRID MODE. °

* P-POLARIZATION (8~~II PLANE OF~~,vn )
S-POLARIZATION (8E1 PLANE OF~~,vn)

Fig. 2 — Ordinary and magnetic resonant absorption.
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depends on et ther  thermal moti on or dissipation. However , it may be more meaningf u l to cal-

culate the magnetic field itself , and this does not require dissipation — being due to the wave

current  driven by linear mode conversion under colli sion-free condit ions . 5
~ A warm plasma ,

moi ientum dependent generalization of the ponderom otive potential 1’° could be used for a

rather genera l description of the field generation. Fin ally, it should be noted that magnet ic

fields are produced in the parametri c decay absorption of S-polarized waves as well as the

resonant absorpt ,on of P-po larized v,aves.

e. Obser rations 0/ Magnetic Fields Due to Resonant 4bsorprio n

The laser-plasma interaction can be simulated by the interaction of intense microwaves

with a large, collisi on-free plasma. Physical probes (coils ) can then be used to study the mag-

netic fields. In one such study , t’1 self-generated magnetic fields generated in the presence of

microwave radiation were observed to be perpendicular to the density gradient and incident-

microwave polarization , thus being consistent with resonant absorption. In another study , t’2 the

magnetic fields were found to have contributions from both resonant absorption and thermal

sources. More recently. t’~ magnetic probes have been used to study the growth , diffusion and

saturation of magnetic fields due to the absorption of microwaves.

f. The In t erse E&cr.’ Resonant .4hsorprion Due to .~fagner,c Fields

There has also been considerable interest recently in the magn etic type of resonant

absorption — involving the produ ction and damping of upp er-hybrid waves. Numerical simula-

tions with a linear density profile t’~ have shown that the absorption could be important for

laser-fusion. An earlier , cold-plasma study t’5 with a Budden profile also showed interesting

absorption. An analyt ic. warm — plasma theory with a linear profi le ’~ predicted a 70% absorp-

tion. Finally, according to an analytic and numerical study of the combined effect , i. e., oblique

incidence in a magnetized plasma, it is possible to get 99% absorption. 6’

17
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g. Discussion of Validity of the Theory

The radiative effects just considered were treated primarily with collision-free theory. On

the other hand , our understanding of magnetic effects in experiments and laser-fusion applica-

tions have depended heavily on fluid theory-particularly 2-D numerical studies with a thermal

source. However , the validit y of the fluid description is questionable for experiments at high

laser irradiance ~~ 1016 W/cm 2) where there is a hot electron component of around 10 keV.

There is need for caution until a more general description is available.

VI. FARADAY ROTATION EXPERIMENTS

a. Background Discussion

Experimental studies of the very large (MG) magnetic fields which occur in the focal

region of the laser must involve optical techniques. The only published measurements t ’ 3  have

utilized Faraday rotation of a polarized probing laser beam. The original study ’ utilized the

second harmonic (5320 A) of the main Nd-glass laser beam. However , plasma emission at both

the second and third harmonic was to intense 68 for higher irradiance (
~ 10” W/cm 2) experi-

ments 2 - 3 that it was necessary at NRL to use a non-harmonic wavelength. Studies with small

disc targets ,69 heated at a lower irradiance (1014 W/cm 2), have been carried out at the fourth

harmonic wavelength (2660 A) but they showed no fields larger than 100 kG. This discussion

with be concerned primarily with the recent study 2 carried out at the Nava l Research Laboratory

(NRL ), although one interesting recent result will be presented from the Rutherford Labora-

tory. 3

What is Faraday Rotation? A plane-polarized electro-magnetic wave propagating along a

magnetic field remains plane polarized but the plane of polarization rotates as the wave pro-

pagates along its path. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a part of the probe beam passing above

18
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Fig. 3 — Faraday rotat ion of a polarized la5er probing beam.
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the plasma where the azimuthal magnetic field has a component along (actually, anti-parallel to)

the local probe propagation direction.

The rate of change of the right-handed rotation angle 9 with respect to distance along

the ray path is d9/ d z  — ( k _ — k~)/2 where the wave numbers (k~ for the right-handed or posi-

tive he licity mode and k - for the left-handed mode) are given by the usual dispersion relation 70

for waves propagating along a ’ magnetic field: (ck ~ / w ) 2 
~~ I -- u,~/w(ui 1 w , ) . Thus the rota-

tion angle depends on the path integral of density (w ,~ — cu 2n/ n ,,) times the magnetic field

component along the path (w e. — eB.jmc) . If 4w 4 : << (n ,;.-. n) W , then approximately

dO/ dz (w p/w)2(w ,.:/211c), or

O(d eg)~~ 1.51 X ,~~im) 5 n (cm 3
~~~(MG)~ z(g~Lm)

where i~ — .J1 — ( n/ n ,.,,) is the refractive , index , an d A ,, and a,.,, are the wavelength and critical

density for the probing beam. - . - -

With an independent determination of the density — via interferometry — one can unfold

the integral to get the magnetic field. The rotation is right-handed when d9/dz > 0, i. e.,

k _ > k~. For Faraday rotation this means that the rotation is right- or left-handed according as

the wave propagates parallel or antipara lle l , respectively, to the magnetic field.

b. Experimental Set- Up

A 3-channel diagnostic system , util izing a non-harmoni c laser probing beam , was used to

study the magnetic field dependence on a variety of experimental conditions — in particular ,

timing and the presence of pre-formed plasma. The plasma was produced , as shown at the bot-

tom of Fig. 4, by focusing the main Nd-glass laser pulse (— 3 to 5 J in 75 psec, FWHM) onto

the target to get an irradiance just un ’ler 10 16 W/cm 2. Part of the main pulse was split-off in

~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~——- -—~~~~~~~~ - - -
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• Fig. 4 — Diagr~im of exper imentat arrangement for Faraday rotation study
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the oscillator section , as shown at the top, and passed through a KDP crystal to produce the

green (5320 A) second harmonic. The collimated second harmoni c beam was focused int o ~n

ethanol cell where the red (6329 A) , Raman-shifted , non-harmonic probing wavelength *~s

produced.

The vertically polarized (— 50 psec, FWHM) probing beam was optically delayed on

entering the target area so that the timing could be varied relative to the main pulse . The

probe beam was concentrated into the target region w ith an ff300 aperture lens. A diffraction-

limited , ff2 tens was used to collimate the probing beam which had passed through the p’as ma.

The collimated beam was then split into 3 beams with a five degree quartz wedge . These beams

were focused (with separate 2-m-foca l-length lenses) .t.nu passed through three indep~iid ent ly

oriented polarization analyzers (plastic sheet polarizers ) to provide three channels of

information. Space-resolved images were recorded (at focus) on Polaroid film. Thus , exper t -

mental correlations were available to rule out any effects due to density gradients or transvers e

magnetic fields. 7’

c. Background for Understanding Data

The photographic data , to be presented , shows the actual orientation when looking into

the probing beam with the main laser beam incident from the right. This is the orientation in

Fig. 5. The orientation of the thermally generated magnetic field is depicted on the left-hand

side. The magnetic field is in th e direction of VT x Va with the t emperature gradient cylindr-

ically in toward the laser dxis and the density gradient into the target. This gives the standard

direction of the thermally generated magnetic field — azimuthal about the laser axis , into the

page at the top and out at the bottom. It would correspond to a ~onventiona L cu ir ent  in the

direction of th~ lase r beam.

L _________ 
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Fi~ 5 — Background for understanding data: (Left ) View along target surface showing direction of az imuthal ) mag-
ne’~ held from a thermal source. IRight) Orientation of rotated wa v e elect ric field with respect to a tilted polarization
anal y z e r
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Now consider the light pattern which is expected when looking through a tilt ed -

polarization-analyzer (right-han d side of Fig. 5) at an oncoming probing laser beam which has

passed out of the page through the magnetic field structure shown on the left . In regions (such

as below the laser axis) where the probe beam propagates parallel to the magnetic field, the

wave E vector is rotated to the left so that it is more nearly cross-polarized than the incident

beam to the analyzer. However , in regions where the beam propagates antipara llel to the mag-

netic field (such as above the laser axis) the E vector is rotated to the right and makes a smaller

ang le with the analyzer axis. This gives an enhanced transmission. Thus , one would expect an

up-down asymmetry — with a lighter region at the top than bottom.

d. Results for Slab Targets

Such a pattern is seen in the data on stab targets — shown in Fig. 6. Each row has th iec

photographs corresponding to the three channels of information on a given shot. The orienta-

tion of the polarization analyzer (with respect to the vertical ) is indicated (in degrees) ttnder

each photograph. The analyzer orientation is taken as positive when counter-clockwise. ~ hus ,

the analyzer orientation was negative in the illustration of the previous paragraph i Fig. 5). The

view is into the probing beam with the main laser beam incident from the ri ght. Note the

well-localized bright regions above or below center. These correspond to light that has becn

Faraday rotated to give locally enhanced transmission throug h the analyzer. The up-down

asymmetry and its reversal with analyzer orientation are consistent with therma l ly generated

magnetic fields in the standard direction.

All of the data presented, except for the time sequence , was taken 50 psec after the peak

of the main laser pulse. For the top row , the slab polystyren e (C~H ,,) target was i t radiated with

a single 3.5 J laser pulse- and a small but definite rotation was observed. The s.tme targe: was

24
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used for the results in the second row but a pre-pulse containing 3% of the total 4.4 1 was

incident 2 nsec ahead of the main pulse. A pre-pulse was also used for the shot shown at the

bottom but the target — a razor blade — had a higher average atomic number. The presence of

a pre-formed plasma due to the pre-pulse has increased the intensity and spatial extent of the

rotated light , without affecting the direction of the magnetic field.

A close-up view of the data , with prepulse , on the slab-polystyrene target , is shown in Fig.

7. The expected reversal of the position of the bright region with analyzer orientation — posi-

tive on the left and negative on the right — has been pointed out. However , one can also see a

distinct darkening below the background level opposite to the bright regions. The complete

pattern , bright and dark , is convincing evidence for Faraday rotation by an azimuthally oriented

magnetic field.

e. Results for Spherical Targets

Data was also taken , as shown in Fig. 8, for single-sided irradiation of 100-sm diameter

solid , spherical polystyrene pellets. As before , the main laser beam is incident from the right.

The pronounced effect of a pre-pulse is again evident. Structure , seen on the the pre-pulse

shots , at the rear of the pellet may have been due to some of the pre-pulse energy being

transmitted through the polystyrene. The magnitude of the magnetic field was calculated for

Shot 3662, shown at the bottom. Density information was obtained from the interferometry ’2

and the size of the dark region (due to rays being refracted out of f/2 collection optics). The

Faraday rotation angle (which had a maximum value of 8 degrees) and its radial variation were

also used. The density was modeled with a spherical variation and the azimuthal magnetic field

with a (cylindrical ) axial and radial variation. The parameters were determined by matching to

the experimental inputs. The magnetic field was 0.6 MG farthest away (— 100 .im) from the

26
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axis and was about 1.5 MG close (25 g~rn) to the laser axis. Such large fields (in the megagauss

range) were observed in the previous NRL study ’ and have recently been observed at the

Rutherford Laboratory. 3

f. Time Variation

The photographs in Fig. 9 show how the Faraday rotated light- and , thus the magnetic

field , varies with time. Time after the peak of the main laser pulse is shown in picoseconds

under each photograph. The analyzer orientation (shown to the left ) was reversed (from +82-

1/2 degrees to —82 -1/2 degrees) for the later times to insure that the observed pattern was

actually due to rotation. The expected up-down reversal of the lighted region should be

ignored so far as the time variation is concerned.

Just a hint of Faraday rotation can be seen as early as 15 psec after the main pulse. By 35

psec there was definite rotation and the maximum occurred at 50 psec — where most of the

data was taken. Striations are seen at later times and may correspond to structure seen in other

experiments. 73 74 The rotated light persists as late as 450 psec where it is adjacent to the dark

region.

g. Rutherford Result

The direction of the magnetic field remains unchanged throughout  the observed period .

This is consistent with the smoothing effect 44 discussed ea rlier , which the th ermal force has on

field generation. Colombant and Winsor ’s cal cu lt ion 44 also shows a general smoothing of the

spatial variations in the field. There are , in the NRL data presented here , no structures

suggesting a field reversal between different spatial locations. Typical Faraday light patterns

obtained at the Rutherford Laboratory 3 were similar to those shown her e. However , for one

L ~~ .1 ~~~~. 
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Rutherford shot , a photograph of the Faraday light pattern , taken with a crossed analyzer

showed a double structure which corresponds to a reversed density gradient near the target. The

density profile is shown at the top of Fig. 10. The Faraday rotated light pattern for this shot

was rather weak and unfolding the magnetic field profile from the complicated density structure

would exaggerate the uncerta inty. Nevertheless , a possible field reversal is seen in the unfolded

magnetic field profile — shown at the bottom. A reversed density profile and magnetic field

could result from density gradient modifications by the ponderomotive forces.46 49 Such an

effect is more likely in the Rutherford experiment than the NRL one since the Rutherford data

was taken at a somewhat higher (few x 10.16 W/cm 2) irradiance.

Vii .  CONCLUSION

The successful Faraday rotation studies have followed or accompanied a period of rapid

theoretical progress. However , there has still been very little detailed comparison of experi-

ment with theory. Some of the immediate challenges are: (1) Experimental measurements in

the critical region with shorter probing wavelengths. (2) Time-resolved measurements during

the laser pulse — perhaps with streak photography. (3) A combined theoretical and experimen-

tal study of magnetic field effects in pellet implosion — partic ularly at the lower irradiances

where little work has been done.
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